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Emergence of Utilities
in Capital Markets —
A Perspective
Abstract
Emerging regulations, disruptive technological
innovations, increasing competition, and
shrinking trade volumes are making it difcult for
banks to contain costs, improve revenues, and
retain customer base. Innovation on a con-tinual
basis is therefore the need of the hour. Straightthrough processing capabilities, regulatory
compliance and risk management solutions, and
digital transformation solutions are no longer nice
to have, but critical for rms to ensure growth.
Banks are looking to provide differentiated
products to expand their customer base, which
will re-quire them to deploy sophisticated
solutions that help reduce costs related to
repeatable and standard processes. The typical
standard activities in the business value chain
include client onboarding, reference data
management, clearing and settlement, and
reconciliation.
This article discusses the emergence of utilities in
capital markets, the various utility models and
their usefulness to the industry, and the way
utilities will reshape the banking landscape.
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Introduction
The capital markets domain has undergone several changes
over the years due to factors such as changing regula-tory
requirements, evolving client requirements, and increased
technological innovations. Adoption of the utilities model can
result in industry standardization, better cost control, and quick
adaptation to regulatory changes. Let’s look at what drives
nancial rms to adopt utility models:
Increasing regulatory and cost pressures: Firms are
required to increase their spend on IT infrastructure to comply
with upcoming regulations such as Mid II, FEMR, MAR. They
also have to factor in penalties for non-compliance. Banks and
nancial instituions are required to make multiple changes in IT
systems across geographies due to varying regulations.
Evolving technology: Banks and nancial institutions face
challenges managing legacy systems as they may not be
compatible with upcoming technologies such as blockchain
which help simplify post-trade processing and clearing and
settlement.
Declining trade volumes: Declining trade volumes are
forcing rms to evolve their business models and strategies to
improve protability. Banks need to focus on data analytics,
modelling, and management to manage risks, and address
client needs.
Changing derivatives landscape: Standardization of
derivatives processing has led to rms adopting standard
utilities across asset classes. The OTC derivatives market is
also moving towards process standardization with the advent of
central clearing and swaps execution facilities. Banks are facing
additonal cost pressures due to increased capital requirements
and client segregation requirements. Adopting a utility model
also offers advantages such as improvements in management
of collateral systems and better margining systems for
derivatives management. Firms could also look at providing an
integrated collateral management system across asset classes
as a result of adopting utilities.
In order to address these challenges, banks should adopt
utility-based models. This will help them eliminate re-dundant
and inefcient processes, remove data and process
duplications, reduce costs, and minimize risks. This will also
help banks improve protability.
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Utility Adoption – Industry Trends
Here are some of the trends the industry is witnessing in the
adoption of the utility model:
Partnering with service providers: Banks are partnering
with service providers to convert existing legacy systems into
utilities; this involves minimal investments. Some of the
business focus areas for partnership are derivatives,
settlements, and reconciliations. This also helps banks
transform existing assets into industry platforms by incorporating global industry standards and regulations in the utilities,
and thus monetize them.
Forming bank consortiums: Global investment banks are
forming consortiums to set up multilateral trading plat-forms
(MTFs), reference data utilities, trading platforms, clearing
facilities, and so on. These offer the benets of shared
expenses and services, while facilitating consistent adoption of
industry standards across rms.
Establishing an ecosystem: Banks and nancial institutions
are collaborating with market infrastructure rms to develop
utilities. Examples include partnerships between some of the
major depositories and technology rms. Fintech startups and
consulting rms are also partnering with utility providers to
expand market accessibility and develop new infrastructure.
This also helps utility providers expand their service lines to
other areas such as busi-ness process services. The recent tieup between Sernova Financial and Calypso Technology to
enable cloud-based clearing services is an example.1
Further, network and data providers are utilizing their existing
infrastructure, and connectivity with banks, to set up industry
utilities. Several banks and network and data providers have
jointly set up centralized repositories for client onboarding and
other activities. For example, SWIFT has set up KYC
repositories in partnership with various banks to centrally store
2
all the KYC documents.

Factors Determining Utility Adoption
Business functions: There are several utility-based business
functions across the front, middle, and back ofces that are
ideal for a utility model. There are also a number of horizontal
functions (shared and support services) which can be moved to
the utility model by adopting industry standards and
eliminating process duplications.
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Figure 1 depicts the current utilities landscape for sell side
rms.
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Figure 1: Sell-side Value Chain (Source: TCS Internal)

On the sell side, there is greater scope for standard post-trade
processes to adopt the utilities model, as non-standard
functions in the middle and back ofces lend themselves to
collaborations with strategic partners. The core differentiator
functions in the front ofce such as investment advisory,
research, and client-facing functions are mostly performed inhouse, and retained with the rms.
Figure 2 depicts the current utilities landscape for buy side
rms.
On the buy side, there is increased relevance of utilities,
especially in the areas of client onboarding, collateral
management, and custody services. With the advent of
regulations for mandatory clearing of derivatives, asset
managers are increasingly nding it difcult to manage
margining and collateral activities. However, they are closely
watching market shifts before making a decision on adopting
the utilities model. As the securities lending and repo clearing
move toward centralized clearing with central counterparties
(CCPs), signicant market and regulatory changes are evolving
on the buy side. As a result, adoption of the utilities model is
still in the nascent stages on the buy side.
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Figure 2: Buy-side Value Chain (Source: TCS Internal)

Asset class maturity and standardization: Higher the level
of standardization, greater will be the possibilities for the
emergence of the utilities model, as the model can be easily
replicated across rms. Contracts well dened by regulators,
and with the least scope for negotiations and customization,
fall in this category. We analyzed the dif-ferent asset classes,
their respective degree of standardization, and the emergence
of utilities for these assets (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3: Asset class standardization, Source: TCS Internal
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The cash equities, xed income products, forex, and
derivatives traded on the exchange are matured and standardized asset classes in respect to front and back ofce
processes across rms. The other derivatives products are
customized, as well as available over the counter, where
contracts can be negotiated between two parties.
Cash equities are the most standardized and commoditized
assets on the sell-side. The utilities on derivatives are still
emerging as the market is moving toward centralized clearing
and reporting, trade and swap data repositories, and so on.
The bond market has shown very little traction with regard to
the utilities model due to factors such as volatile li-quidity and
non-standard issuances. However, regulations and
technological innovations will also force bond mar-kets onto
standardized platforms.
Operating models of rms: Some of the key factors that
inuence an entity’s decision to adopt a particular utility model
include regulatory pressures, cost control, and the rm’s
strategic roadmap.
Table 1 depicts the various models a bank can adopt; it lists
some of the important parameters that inuence a bank’s build
or buy decision. The table also highlights the various features a
bank evaluates before deciding on the model to be adopted
along with the favorability of the various models with regard to
the feature.
Features

In-house

Managed Services

Industry Utilities

Cost control
Economies of scale
Time to market
External dependency
Risk
Regulatory change management
Strategic focus
Innovation and differentiation
Data condentiality
Customization
Not Favorable
Favorable
Largely Favorable

Global market–readiness
Industry standardization
Table 1: Factors inuencing the selection of utility models (Source: TCS Internal)
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Conclusion
The capital markets industry, at large, favors the adoption of a
utility model for post-trade processing functions such as
clearing and settlement and reconciliations. However, nancial
institution are striding cautiously in this di-rection, especially in
the areas of securities nance and collateral management, as
the concept is still evolving. As banks, market infrastructure
rms, and other participants move toward a connected and
shared network, the in-dustry will witness a large-scale
consolidation of intermediaries, and emergence of a few big
utility players. Banks will have to adopt suitable ‘best-t’
operating models based on several key factors such as data
and technology, strategy, business models, risk appetite,
customer service, and costs. Given the benets of a move
toward a utility model, rms should consider partnering with
competent technology and service providers to effect the
transformation.
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